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Task Definition: 3D Dense Captioning

1. accurate localization of objects from a cluttered 3D scene;

2. informative and object-centric descriptions for each instance.



Previous Explicit Approaches

3D detection

k-NN graph
among

proposals

Step 1: relation extraction

Step 2: IoU based proposal selection

"This is a chair with wooden 
frame and brown cushion. It is 
next to a side table and another 
same chair."

GRU / Transformer



Limitations

1. cumulative error caused by duplicated and inaccurate box proposals

How many monitors indeed?



Limitations

2. hyper parameters hard to generalize to diverse 3D scenes

How to construct generalizable k-NN Graph?



Vote2Cap-DETR: A Set-to-Set Approach

The cabinet is located against 
the wall, and to the right of 
the desk. The cabinet is to the 
left of door.

A black computer screen is sit-
ting on the desk. It is next to 
a black framed computer screen 
and to the left of it.

The roller office chair. The 
chair is under the curved desk.

…
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1. translate from a set of points to a set of “box-caption” proposals

2. learn query-to-query, query-to-scene interaction with decoder attention

3. set-to-set training, learning discriminative feature representations



Method: Component Designs
> design of the vote query

Step 1: vote shifting

Step 2: local feature aggregation

MLP

Set 

Abstraction



Method: Component Designs

query position

LM Head

Masked Self-Attn

Cross-Attn

FFN

1D

"The cabinet is located …"

"The cabinet is located against the wall …"

query feature

> design of the caption head

1. query feature as the prefix identifier;

2. local context surroundings as guidance.



Method: Set-to-Set Training
> matching queries to a set of “object-caption” pairs

The cabinet is located against the wall, 
and to the right of the desk. The 
cabinet is to the left of door.

A black computer screen is sit-
ting on the desk. It is next to 
a black framed computer screen 
and to the left of it.

The roller office chair. The 
chair is under the curved desk.

queries

Bipartite Matching



Quantitative Results
> ScanRefer validation set

> Nr3D validation set



Qualitative Results



One More Thing…

Vote2Cap-DETR++ Github Weights


